
Addendum extra file (cut & paste sections)

Victor Shauberger: (search) born 1885 in Austria, an inventor among other things – relevant to this 
subject in that his water implosion technology led to the development of a Repulsine Saucer which was
of interest to Hitler, whom he met in 1943. While it is not known if these were built in Germany, 
Shauberger was taken to America in Operation Paperclip (scientist grab) at the end of WW2, where his 
inventions were all patented by the U S government, he was then sent back to Austria. He was dead 
within five days of returning there...
Interestingly, many UFO witness reports include the intake of water from lakes & rivers from some 
witnessed craft.

Landrillo, North Wales, January 23rd 1974 - (Search) Two strange event was recorded close to 
Landrillo in the nearby mountains, reported as an earthquake of magnitude 3.5,whilst also reported as a
crash of something that gave of a bright glow for some time afterwards, witnessed by local people. The 
whole area was cordoned off by the military for several days. Shepherds were prevented from tending 
stock nearby for this period. Reports of something being loaded onto a truck & taken away by military 
personnel were given to investigators. Where this was taken is unknown.  (RAF) Rudloe Manor 
(search) near the town of Corsham is one possible destination.
 This facility has vast underground caverns, originally a vast marble quarry, used to build much of 
Bath, is was turned into an aircraft factory in WW2 - the Manor above later housing the Provost & 
Security Services of the RAF, which also included dealing with UFO reports from the public. I have 
been told by a former RAF aircraft technician that any radar tapes of an anomalous nature were sent to 
this facility.  Corsham Computer Centre, a Navy facility, with an entrance two miles away is believed 
to be linked to Rudloe Manor underground. Whilst surface activity has ceased at Rudloe Manor, anyone
lingering near its old entrance is under surveillance - & libel to be moved on by police very soon, so 
underground activity of some sort is happening. Could even be our version of Area 51 – S4, as there are
rumors of a recovered crashed UFO dating back to WW2.

Colares island, northern Brazil 1977- (search). It is rare for multiple sightings in one area over a 
period of six months, even rarer for many witnesses to claim, and have verified by a local doctor, harm 
done by UFO's, this case is the exception. Many witnesses (at least forty) on this island claim beams of 
light struck them – sometimes through walls?, resulting in serious burns, photographed by the local 
doctor, who said the whole island was in a state of fear for many months, so much so that the Brazilian 
military was called in. Operation Plate, was a series of observation posts set up to monitor events. As 
usual the results were never made public. However, the U S NASA contractor (search) Robert 
Bigalow, known to have much information on the UFO subject, which he does not deny, bought the 
entire files on this event from the Brazilian government. Fisherman in the area report lights over the 
water to this day.   

In case many of you are thinking there have been no recent developments, think on this - 
As of this year (2019) the U S navy is now in the process of relaxing restrictions on its pilots reporting 
of unidentified aerial craft after a marked increase of such reports since 2014 off the California coast.  
This may also be due to a major series of sightings as far back as 2004 by the USS Nimitz lead Carrier 
Strike Group Eleven (search)“ 2004 Tic Tac”, when two pilots & several radar operators reported the 
white tic tac shaped craft moving & turning at speeds no known terrestrial aircraft are capable of.
Very soon afterwards a helicopter arrived on the accompanying Cruiser Princeton and the radar 
recordings removed & all related data ordered deleted. Business as usual then. In 2015 many U S Navy 



pilots are reported to have seen & recorded UFO,s tracking their Theodore Roosevelt Carrier strike 
group all the way from the US Atlantic coast to middle east operation locations.

Helen Sharman – Britain's first astronaut, spending some time on the ISS, has made a public statement
in January 2020 “That aliens definitely exist - and could be living among us on earth”. What has led her
to risk public credibility in making such a statement- repeated very briefly on the BBC's news text 
service, before being removed. Has she seen or been told something, or just followed the evidence. 

  
POSSIBLE CONCLUSIONS – YOU DECIDE

1) Despite ALL witnessed events collated above, which are a small fraction of the total, every 
event mentioned or not, can be explained based on the world order as currently presented to the 
general public.

2) Various very gifted human scientists from Tesla to Shauberger, including many Germans taken 
to the US, UK, Russia - & Antarctica? after WW2 have had their key inventions kept secret & 
developed to a point where they alone are responsible for all the thousands of sightings of non 
conventional aerial (and submerged) craft. No aliens involved.
 

3)   Aliens are here, and are responsible for virtually all non conventional craft sightings. Given the
variety of sightings, more than one species are present, some may have bases here. There could 
even be an inter-dimensional element, as some craft display an ability to suddenly appear & 
disappear, unless this is just a “cloaking device”. Our current understanding of physics (String 
Theory) predicts the possibility of other dimensions. Our major governments are aware – but 
are afraid to reveal any of the above due to fear of panic & loss of control – or are even 
colluding to some extent.

4) Both aliens & humans have anti gravity craft here, aliens being more advanced, ours being a 
result of back engineering alien craft, & or hand me downs, plus some gifted human work kept 
secret. Different groups may be operating with different agenda – as with human nations. 
Human/alien alliances may be included in this scenario, Antarctica & other areas being used as 
a base for both. 

If any of conclusions 2, 3, or 4 are valid, then loss of control by the involved government sub surface 
factions might not be the only reason for suppressing disclosure. If it became certain public knowledge
that there was much more advanced tech beyond our current level, then it is likely that scientific 
endeavor for advancement would tail off in expectation of advances being handed to us on a plate, 
resulting in stagnation of scientific advance by our own effort – this could not be risked and could be 
a valid reason against full disclosure – and  continuation of surreptitious trickle feeding of tech pointing
us in the right direction, this scenario depending on which of the above conclusions is right.
 
Lets hope all the above is wrong, or only man made, not as if we need any outside help to ruin our
planet.

Others might help us save it - if we were being farmed for our DNA. Bahahaa...      

Hamlet – possibly referring to the (Benson & hedges) Hamlet cigar, - shaped UFO, said (more or less) 
“ There are more things in heaven and earth than are dreamt of in your philosophy”.



 Something to shake a spear at then....        

Bye.

Adrian Lincoln


